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Preface

During my author’s break (trying to undo writer’s block) I walked downstairs into
the basement room. Carpenters Garcia and Ian were readying studs for the divider
wall. Ian was using the portable power saw while Garcia turned up the pressure on
the power drill. Around the perimeter of the ceiling, I noticed a red beam of light.

“Wow,” I exclaimed. “Lots of power. What’s the red light?”
Garcia looked up. “That’s a laser level. It makes sure we have the top of the

new walls even all around.”
“Yep,” added Ian. “My grandfather sure could have used that in our house.”
“Do these tools really make a difference?” I asked.
Garcia nodded. “Cuts our work time in half and we are a lot more accurate.”
“Power.” “Accuracy.” “Speed.” “The right tools.” These words resonated

with me. The parallels between the carpenters’ up-to-date power tools, their
increased efficiency, precision and accuracy seemed apt descriptors for some of the
points I wanted to make about graphic organisers. What better way to describe
what happens when teachers provide students with tools that make learning 
easier, thinking sharper and more precise, and results more powerful?

A LITTLE HISTORY

Way back when, actually in the mid-1970s, I met my first graphic organiser. I
was participating in a values clarification workshop with Merrill Harmin,
Sidney Simon and Howie Kirschenbaum. Among the many practical strate-
gies they taught, I latched on to the “Sunburst”, a visual for brainstorming
created (as far as I know) by Robert Hawley. With my Senior English students
at New Trier High School (Illinois, USA), the sunburst was an instant success.

Through my years of teaching, creating and directing two alternative
schools, leading a regional education service centre and founding SkyLight
Professional Development, I developed my interest in best instructional 
practices. Long before research validated my intuitions about the power 
of strategic teaching, I had collected an array of graphic organisers. In 1990, 
I combined graphic organisers with cooperative learning to publish Cooperative
Think Tank I, soon followed by Cooperative Think Tank II.

Since those publications, much has happened in the field of strategic
instruction. Robert Marzano and his associates at the Mid-continent
Research for Education and Learning Education Laboratory concluded a
meta-analysis to identify those research-supported best practices that
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produced the largest effect sizes for student achievement. Included among
these top-notch strategies were nonlinguistic representations, cooperative
learning, questioning and cueing, and hypothesising. In the strategy
labelled “nonlinguistic representations”, graphic organisers stand out as
one of the most highly effective achievement-producing tactics.

Beyond the achievement research, brain research has validated the
value of graphic organisers as a tool that enhances learning, especially
among those students who are classified in Howard Gardner’s Theory of
Multiple Intelligences as “visual-spatial learners”.

THE CURRENT STATE

Today, most textbook publishers, many professional development consul-
tants and even some software developers advocate the use of graphic
organisers in daily instruction. Teachers from prep to university have lis-
tened and learned. For the most part, their use of these tools is well
thought out. In some others, misconceptions and inappropriate use foil
their benefits.

THE PURPOSES FOR THIS REVISED EDITION

First, the time is right! It is time to update information about the many new
and useful organisers that have emerged since 1990. It is time to identify
the strong and consistent research behind this very sensible, practical and
easy-to-use teaching tool. It is time to put this tool into the context of those
other high-effects instructional strategies that truly make a difference in
student learning, promote teacher wisdom and communicate the joy in
learning. Like carpenters, surgeons and others who have benefited from
new tools that increase the quality of their work, so too can teachers.

Second, the needs are great. What are these needs? Novice teachers
and seasoned veterans need to have ready at hand a single source that they
can rely on as they make instructional choices for their daily power
lessons. Such lessons will provide teachers with the best means to promote
improvements in how and what students learn.

Sunburst
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Web

APPROPRIATE USES

1. Use a web as an advance organiser to gather prior knowledge for a
new unit via student brainstorming or think-pair-share.

2. Use in learning groups of three to gather informa-
tion from print or video materials in response to a specific,
but open-ended, declaration such as “find as many exam-
ples as you can of words with the root ‘struct’” or “Identify
the character’s traits that appear in this chapter.”

3. Use it to gather responses from a think-pair-share
question. Show the web on the board or projection screen
for all to see and copy in their notebooks.

4. Use a web to collect brainstormed advantages or dis-
advantages of a way of doing a task or accomplishing a goal.

5. Invite each student to make a web of key ideas or
events from a lesson. Use the gathered ideas to prepare a
summary of the day’s learning.

6. Use as an assessment tool for the class to brainstorm
what they learned or did well in completing a task.

Learning Phase:
Gathering information

Level of Difficulty: Easy

Purpose: To enable
students to gather
information from prior
knowledge and
experience or new
information from print
and video materials

Thinking Process:
Generating facts or
concepts



Key Vocabulary

Traits, characteristics, attributes, summary, brainstorm, prior

Attribution

Introduced by Robert Hawley as the “sunburst” in Simon,
Kirschenbaum and Howe’s Values Clarification: A Handbook of Practical
Strategies for Teachers and Students (Dodd-Mead, 1978).

LESSON DESIGN

Check Prior Knowledge of the Web Organiser

Show a sample for all to see. Call for a show of hands to each question.

a. Ask how many have used a web in other classes. 

b. Ask how many use the web on their own as a study or learning tool.

c. Ask for volunteers to explain the purpose and benefits of using a
web. Enter the answers on the displayed web.

Explain the Web’s Purpose

The web is used best for gathering information from prior knowledge
through brainstorming or from printed materials. In this lesson, explain
how you will address both purposes.

Clarify and Model the Task

1. Divide the class into pairs with a minimal amount of movement. As
you explain the task step by step, model use of the web on the board.

2. Instruct students to draw a web in their notebooks. In the centre of
the webs, students will write the “key word” or topic that you assign for
this lesson. You may assign the same word for all or a different word for
each pair.

3. Instruct students to find examples of the key word or topic in the
reading material you have selected (e.g., from a book, duplicated handout
or magazines). Check for understanding by soliciting examples from the
first few paragraphs of the material you selected.

4. Allow time for students to read the first three paragraphs and then
ask for examples.

Complete the Task

1. Walk among the pairs and coach as needed. Focus feedback on the
quantity of ideas generated in each pair.
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WEB ORGANISER EXAMPLES

Primary Years Example

Key Sound: Ox

Reading: A Rhyming Web

Fo
x

D
ocks

Locks

So
ck

s

Rocks

Box
Smocks
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2. After the allotted time, invite randomly selected representatives of
the pairs to contribute to your master web that all can see. Take one idea
per pair for an unduplicated organiser. If important details or concepts are
missing, add them after the students have exhausted their contributions.

Guide Reflection

1. Focus on Content. Ask “What do you think is the most important
information that you have gathered?” and “Why do you think so?” Use waiting
time and provide the opportunity for each student to respond (see p. 207).

2. Focus on Thinking. Ask “What did you do well in the gathering
step?” and “How could you improve your information gathering?” Focus
on those students who did not have a chance to respond to the content
questions.



Middle Years Example
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Secondary Years Example



APPROPRIATE USES

1. Use when students are faced with critical issues in
their daily lives inside school, during free time, on a job, at
home or in the community. These may include conflicts
with friends, issues of drug use, peer pressure and so on.

2. Use to help students make career and tertiary educa-
tion choices.

3. Use to help students resolve study versus have fun
decisions.

4. Use to role play decisions by key characters in 
novels, history, current events, science and the arts.

5. Use to provide students with a framework for resolving family decisions.

Key Vocabulary

Need, consequence, alternative, decision, flow chart, cause, effect
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Decision 
Maker’s 
Flow Chart

+

−

Learning Phase:
Making sense

Level of Difficulty:
Moderate to challenging

Purpose: To provide a
visual schematic for the
decision-making process

Thinking Processes:
Generating alternatives,
analysing, finding
similarities, evaluating
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DECISION MAKER’S FLOW CHART EXAMPLES

Primary Years Example

Middle Years Example
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